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Abstract
Real problems in science and engineering generally do not have an analytical solution, which invariably leads to the

application of numerical methods to analyze the problem. The numerical solutions to the same problem give different

results due to variations in discretization, which are defined as simulation noise in this study. Microfluidics impedance flow

cytometry is employed to demonstrate and compare experimental and simulated noise. For measurement of the simulation

noise, an object is assigned with the same electrical parameters as the medium and moved along the electrode region

through a microchannel. Since the object is no different to the medium in terms of material properties, forwarding of the

object through the electrodes doesn’t have any physical effect, but just reorders the meshing. However, the impedance,

which is the calculated output parameter of the simulation, fluctuates due to the reordering of the meshes and is defined as

the simulation noise. By employing the imaginary object method, noise can be measured for every Finite element method

(FEM) simulation even if the problem has a different physical background.

1 Introduction

Modeling a real-world problem or designing a device is

one of the most important parts of science and engineering.

Before fabricating a device, some simulations are per-

formed to determine the design parameters, such as the

dimensions, the materials to be used, etc. In order to dis-

cover the optimum parameters, many experimental pro-

cesses need to be repeated several times, which increases

the cost. Simulation comes into play at this point to save a

lot of time and effort that also minimizes the costs. Hence

developers generally rely on simulation results during the

design stages of a device.

Many phenomena in the real-world can be defined by

a partial differential equation (PDE). As the

approximation to the problem becomes more realistic,

the analytical solution becomes harder to determine.

Hence, there is no analytical solution for many problems,

especially once a fully realistic approximation is

employed. The finite element method (FEM) is one of

the numerical methods applied to solve a PDE that

represents the physical situation. Many types of realistic

problems that are defined by a PDE can only be ana-

lyzed with numerical methods, like problems in elec-

tromagnetism (Bilican et al. 2016), fluid mechanics (Su

et al. 2019), Micro-Electro-Mechanical-Systems (MEMS)

(Kumar et al. 2019; Thalluri et al. 2020), acoustics

(Rahnama 2020), optics (Hah 2018), solid mechanics

(Wang et al. 2018; Azeman et al. 2019), and heat

transfer (Dhara and Singh 2020). The analytical solution

becomes impossible to determine when all the effects of

the problem are considered, and that makes a numerical

solution the sole method to be employed.

Use of numerical methods to solve a PDE is spreading

very fast thanks to user-friendly simulation programs and

rising computational power. The FEM is one of the most

commonly adopted methods among all simulation pro-

grams. A search in Google Scholar with the term ‘Finite

Element Method’ gives nearly 4 million results, 119,000 of

which come only from the year of 2019, demonstrating the

trending aspect of the method.
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FEM offers a simple way, e.g. like approaching the

problem of finding the perimeter of a circle by finding the

perimeter of a polygon fitting inside or outside the circle.

Because the straight line segments of a polygon can be

measured one by one, the method does not require the

analytical formula for the perimeter of a circle, which is

P = 2pr. However, an error comes up in finding the exact

perimeter, which depends on the discretization. When the

discretization of the circle approaches infinity, the error

goes to zero, but the calculation of an infinite number of

pieces is impossible. Hence, an error is present in numer-

ical solutions based on the discretization of the geometry.

Three types of error exist in FEM that arise from the

approximation of the geometrical problem domain, the

approximation of the analytical solution and the numerical

error arising from the calculations (Reddy 1993). There are

some methods that aim to improve the errors in FEM like

X-FEM (Swati et al. 2019), Smoothed FEM (Vo-Duy et al.

2018), mesh adaptation (Wise et al. 2018), moving mesh

(Gao and Zhang 2019), control volume (Saad et al. 2018),

mixed FEM (Banz et al. 2019) etc. Separately, some mesh-

free methods have been developed to remove the meshing

error that includes other error sources that comes into play

(Abidou et al. 2017). In this report, COMSOL is employed

as the simulation software that uses the FEM method to

solve the related PDE. However, the philosophy behind this

work should not be restricted to FEM, since the other

numerical methods (Ames 2014) include similar

perspectives.

The phrase ‘meshing noise’ was first used by Axelrad

et al. (1997), Axelrad (1998) in 1997 for a statistical

Technology Computer-Aided Design (TCAD) investiga-

tion of a CMOS device. Shigyo et al. published a study

considering the meshing noise problem in the simulation of

a MOSFET device (Shigyo et al. 2000), which was fol-

lowed by Caire and Chifflet work (2002). Axelrad’s work

investigates the effect of mesh density on accuracy by

assuming that the calculations which are done using denser

mesh are more accurate and offers a different meshing

algorithm having a relatively lower density that gives

closer results to high-density meshing. Shigyo et al.

showed that some physically irrelevant results are achieved

with lower density meshing that can be fixed by using

higher density mesh distribution. Caire et al. showed effect

of the meshing on the results by changing the geometrical

positions of some objects inside the simulated device that

leads to altered result. Yet, as the variation of the simula-

tion output can also arise from the shift at the geometry, the

variance at the results can not be directly attributed to the

meshing alone. Though being the first studies using the

term meshing noise, these studies didn’t receive much

attention due to their method of handling the problem, as

the phenomenon was considered to be a standard

simulation convergence problem. Another drawback of

these studies was the lack of experimental work to compare

with the numerical results. Whereas in this work, the

meshing noise is shown in several mesh densities with a

method that just induce mesh reorientation as well as

comparing with the experimental results.

This study will be the first time in literature that the error

in the output of a simulation has been treated as noise, like

it is in the experiment. Errors in a simulation arise from

several facts including numerical errors during calculation

as well as discretization errors during mesh construction.

Here, only the discretization error is investigated and

defined as simulation noise. In addition, a method for

measuring the simulation noise was introduced, and the

simulation noise was compared with the experimental

noise for several parameters. Since the simulated device

was a sensor, the comparison of the simulation noise with

the experimental noise was done directly. Noise in the

electrical circuit is the fluctuations of the current on an

electrical element. The phenomenon has both extrinsic and

intrinsic origins. Coupling of an electromagnetic wave to

the circuit or big distortions induced by high power sys-

tems can be counted as extrinsic sources of noise. The

spontaneous movement of the charge carriers due to ther-

mal energy form the intrinsic noise that is called thermal

noise or Johnson–Nyquist noise, which has a constant

spectral density (Johnson 1928). There is also another kind

of noise showing spectral variable power density like

flicker noise, which has frequency dependence as 1/f over

the entire spectrum (Handel 1993). The stochastic micro-

scopic motion of the charge carriers forms voltage fluctu-

ation on a resistor according to the Ohm’s law that

generates the noise in the electronic circuit. The noise is

present not only in the electronic circuits, it is also present

everywhere including stock markets, brain, and music

notes in terms of flicker noise (Gilden et al. 1995; Voss and

Clarke 1975). Besides, all the objects have thermal vibra-

tion although they normally look stabile. The exact origin

and spectral properties of the noise are still unclear and

debates are going on the topic.

The experiments and the simulations were carried out on

an electrical microfluidic device. The microfluidic chip,

which included an integrated micro-electrical module, was

fabricated in a cleanroom employing a standard pho-

tolithography technique. The fabricated device connected

to a lock in amplifier to detect the microbeads that were

sent through the microfluidics chip, as shown before

(Serhatlioglu et al. 2019; Errico et al. 2017; Caselli et al.

2018). In the simulation part, a parametric sweep was

performed with COMSOL to simulate the particle moving

in the microchannel. The parametric sweep was run twice;

the first sweep was done after assigning the correct elec-

trical permittivity and the resistivity parameters to the
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spherical object that represented the microbeads. The sec-

ond sweep was performed after assigning the same elec-

trical parameters to the spherical object in the solution that

is called a imaginary particle namely the ghost particle.

The current flowing through the electrodes was calculated

for every step in each case. The first sweep gave the signal

coming from the particle, while the second sweep produced

only the noise of the simulation, and they were then

compared with the experimental results.

2 Materials and methods

Fabrication of the device was done in a class 100 and class

1000 cleanroom in the UNAM (National Nanotechnology

Research Center) facility of the Bilkent University. Pro-

duction of the microfluidics device included three steps,

which were the fabrication of the microelectrodes, the

fabrication of the microchannel and the bonding of both

parts. Finally, the device was connected to the measure-

ment setup, followed by installation of the tubing to the

inlet of the microfluidic chip.

2.1 Microelectrode fabrication

Microelectrode fabrication used the standard lift-off pro-

cess on a glass slide. The fabrication process starts with the

classical cleaning procedure. After cleaning, the substrate

is spin-coated with HMDS and AZ5214E (Microchemi-

cals) photoresist (PR), which is then followed by UV

exposure. The UV patterned glass substrate is hung inside

the thermal evaporator chamber and then coated with

10 nm chromium and 60 nm gold, respectively. The met-

alized substrate is dipped into acetone that etches the

remaining PR so that peeling off the metal layer that was

coated right over the PR finishes the microelectrode fab-

rication process. The schematic representation of the

microelectrode fabrication is shown in Fig. 1 whose detail

can be found on previous work (Bilican et al. 2016). In this

study, electrodes are fabricated with width dimensions of

10 lm and a gap that enables less signal variation

according to the particle height from the channel base.

2.2 Microchannel fabrication

The microchannels are produced using a soft lithography

technique. Initially, the mold is fabricated by taking a

PDMS replica (Polydimethylsiloxane, Sylgard 184) to

form the microchannels. A 500 lm-thick silicon wafer is

used as the substrate for the mold fabrication. The wafer is

only nitrogen cleaned. Then SU8 2008 photoresist is spin-

coated on the surface at 1000 rpm, which is followed by

the baking and UV exposure steps. No mask is used for the

initial UV exposure since the first spin-coated SU8 layer

needs to remain on the surface as an adhesion layer

between the following spin-coated SU8 layer and the

wafer. The second layer of the SU8 2005 is spin-coated

over the first layer at 1000 rpm. UV exposure is done with

the mask aligner using a previously designed and printed

soda lime mask. Then, the wafer is dipped into developer

(mr-Dev 600, Micro Resist Technology); the structure

formation on the surface is checked a few times by the

naked eye and with a microscope each time. The substrate

and the SU8 layers are fixed with an epoxy resin that is

brushed onto the edge of the wafer. A gluing process is

applied to prevent peeling of the SU8 from the wafer

during PDMS replication. After waiting 8 h, the mold

fabrication process is finished and then followed by PDMS

replication.

PDMS is mixed in a ratio of 1:10 (w/w) with the curing

agent, and the mixture is vigorously stirred for better

blending. The air bubbles formed inside the mixture are

eliminated by degassing in a vacuum chamber. The mix-

ture is poured onto the mold slowly and baked at 100 �C
for 3 h. After hardening, the PDMS is peeled off from the

mold, which is followed by punching an inlet and outlet

hole on the PDMS microchannel. Then, the PDMS is put

on the glass slide with the microelectrodes on the surface.

Both parts are sandwiched between the two laser-cut

Plexiglas parts finishing the fabrication of the microfluidics

chip as shown in Fig. 2a. An optical microscope pho-

tograph magnifying the electrode region is shown in

Fig. 2b. The 30 lm wide and 10 lm high microchannels

are fabricated to be the optimum channel dimensions that

provide the highest sensitivity as well as being large

enough for particles that prevent rapid clogging.

2.3 Measurement and simulation

The microfluidics chip was connected to a lock in amplifier

(HF2IS, Zurich Instruments) via RG79 coaxial cables

through a custom made probe station. The driver software

for the lock in amplifier enables both real-time monitoring

and data storage for further processing. Fluidic connections

were achieved using silicon tubing with a metal syringe tip

on the end. Three and 6 lm diameter monodisperse poly-

styrene (PS) beads, which were procured from Poly Bead,

were dispersed in the PBS solution. The solution conduc-

tivity was set to 2.5 S/m using a conductance meter

(Hannah).

FEM simulations were done using COMSOL 5.0 at the

AC/DC module with a free tetrahedral mesh. Different type

mesh elements were tested; however, the convergence of

the solution cannot be provided with either triangular or

quad meshing. COMSOL accepts two inputs in the material

section, which were electrical conductivity and the relative
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dielectric constant. Hence, the two materials in the simu-

lation that are the solution, and the particles, have to be

assigned to related electrical parameters. In the real-world,

in addition to those, there are PDMS, glass slide and

electrodes material. However, the boundary condition

J:n ¼ 0 ð1Þ

is assigned to the channel walls, and the electrode regions

are assigned as terminal and ground, which removes the

necessity to assign material parameters to them. COMSOL

solves the maxwell equations in stationary format; as the

frequency is constant, it can be written in the following

version:

E ¼ E0e
iwt ð2Þ

Whose time derivative is given as follows:

dE

dt
¼ iwE0 ð3Þ

Therefore the following equation is solved by employ-

ing FEM along with the meshes:

r: �rþ iw�ð ÞrV ¼ 0 ð4Þ

Fig. 1 Schematic representation of the micro electrode fabrication

process. a Cleaning, b PR spin coating, c UV exposure through mask,

d UV exposed PR become soluble, e By dipping into the developer,

the exposed PR are removed, f Chromium and gold are coated with

thermal evaporation, g Acetone etches only the PR leaving the metal

over the glass surface

Fig. 2 a Microfluidics chip held by the laser-cut Plexiglas using nuts and bolts, b An optical microscope photograph of the microfluidics chip.

Here, the PDMS microchannel can be seen crossing over the coplanar electrodes printed on the glass slide
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�rV ¼ E ð5Þ
r:j ¼ Q ð6Þ

Here r and e denote electrical conductivity and elec-

trical permittivity of the medium; j denotes electrical cur-

rent density; n denotes surface normal; w is the angular

frequency of the excitation signal; E, V, and Q denotes

electrical field, voltage, and charge respectively.

A representation of the solid and imaginary particle

methodology of the simulation is shown in Fig. 3. To

simulate the particle passing through the electrodes, a

sphere is assigned with the electrical parameters of the

polystyrene beads and the particle is moved through a

1 lm space. The simulation is then run, and the total cur-

rent is calculated at each point of the sweep from the

COMSOL derived values module. The sphere assigned

with the electrical parameters of the PS will subsequently

be described as a solid particle, which is illustrated in

Fig. 3a, b. The peak point of the current calculation for the

solid particle is taken from the signal, which is shown in

Fig. 3c. For the calculation of the noise at that current, the

sphere is assigned with the same electrical parameters as

the medium and the simulation is run with the same points

used for the solid particle. Parametric sweep mode of the

COMSOL is employed to simulate the solid and imaginary

particles along the channel as if they are flowing suspended

in the liquid by assigning the same parameter to both

particle’s x-axis position and running the sweep for 40–50

times. The current is calculated following the simulation.

The sphere assigned with the solution parameters is called

the imaginary particle as shown in Fig. 3d, e. The total

noise is defined as the difference between the highest peak

and the lowest trough values at the current output for this

imaginary particle Fig. 3f. In this study, the solid particle is

assigned with 10-6 S/m electrical conductivity and a rel-

ative dielectric constant of 2.55 that represents the real PS

particle. The imaginary particle was assigned with 2.5 S/m

electrical conductivity and a relative dielectric constant of

80, sharing the same parameters as the medium.

The physics behind the electrical measurement is basi-

cally explained by Maxwell mixture theory (Maxwell

1873). Two different electrical measurement principles are

Fig. 3 Schematic representation of the particle in a microchannel

simulated by COMSOL. Here the channel medium is assigned with

the electrical parameters of the ionic solution. a The solid particle

assigned with the electrical parameters of PS is simulated over the

electrode region at points with 1 lm spacing as if flowing through the

channel, b Representation of mesh reordering due to particle

simulated along the channel at different positions in 2D particle

channel, and electrode system. For every new position of the particle,

meshing changes to suit the emergent geometry c 2D simulation of

the solid particle between the electrodes, which shows the blockage of

the electric current lines by the solid particle, d The current variation

generated by the solid particle is shown. Since the current coming

from the first and the last electrode is subtracted, there is a peak and a

trough. Here, the signal is taken as half of the change between the

peak and trough and e The imaginary (ghost) particle assigned with

the electrical parameters of the ionic solution was simulated over the

electrode region as if flowing like a solid particle and f 2D simulation

of the imaginary particle between the electrodes, which shows the

electric current lines passing through the particle due to its same

material properties with the medium, g The current variation

generated by the imaginary particle is shown. Since there is no

physically induced variation it is called simulation noise. Here the

total noise is taken as the difference between the highest and the

lowest points
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employed in this report, which are the double and the triple

electrode methods. In the double electrode measurement,

an AC voltage is applied to one of the electrodes that

induces an electric current inside the channel. The current

sensed at the opposite electrode goes to the current to

voltage converter, in other words, a transimpedance

amplifier (TIA). Here, the current signal is converted to a

voltage through a 1 kX resistor and sent to the lock-in

amplifier for signal processing that gives the root mean

square (RMS) of the output. When a particle passes

between the electrodes, the electric current is blocked due

to the lower conductivity of the particle compared to the

medium. The interrupted electrical current field lines lead

to a reduction in the electric current prior to being trans-

ferred to the TIA, which is observed as voltage dips via the

lock in amplifier. In the triple electrode design, excitation

voltage is applied to the middle electrode and the current

flowing from the outer electrodes is differentiated via an

instrumentation amplifier after being converted to a volt-

age. Thus, a signal peak and trough is produced by a single

particle passing over the electrodes due to subtraction of

the signals. This process is done at the lock in amplifier by

integrated components without any need for a custom made

electronic setup. The frequency of the excitation voltage

was determined to be 1.5 MHz after an automatic fre-

quency sweep to obtain the least noisy point. Here the

noise is mainly thermal (Jhonson and Nyquist noise) as the

frequency is relatively high preventing the Flicker noise (1/

f noise). However, analog to digital converter (ADC)

components of the lock in amplifier having shot noise,

quantization noise, and etc. contributes too. On the other

hand voltage variations at the ground due to high power

devices in the building as well as the open tip of the probes

at the end of the coaxial cables, which are prone to the

coupling of parasitic signals, brings the noise to the output.

The measurements were sampled at 10 kHz and analyzed

with a custom-written Python code where pandas package

was employed to handle the huge amount of data. For

clarity, a small part of the measurement outputs are shown

in the figure, but the average signal calculations are done

over 500 peak points.

One can refer to a previous work demonstrating elec-

trical current field lines and its relation to medium con-

ductivity (Guler and Bilican 2018). Electrical flow

cytometry is based on the observation of instant current

variation, which is a sub branch of electrical impedance

spectroscopy (Morgan et al. 2006). The technique is still in

use in modern flow cytometers (Don 2003) and it is the

foundation of all blood cell counters (Coulter 1953).

Thanks to its highly sensitive nature, the electrical flow

cytometry technique has many different applications, like

analyzing stem cell differentiation (Song et al. 2013),

leukemia cell detection from blood (Bilican et al. 2020b) or

the analysis of engine lubricant oils (Murali et al. 2009).

The sensitivity comes from the restriction of the electrical

field lines thanks to microelectrodes and microchannels.

The analysis can be done in an analytical domain by

solving a boundary value problem for the Maxwell equa-

tions. However, the problem does not have an exact ana-

lytical solution for the situation where a particle is

suspended between electrodes (Sun et al. 2007). The

mathematics of nature makes it necessary to solve the

problem in a numerical way.

The COMSOL simulations are done at the different

mesh settings offered by the program itself. At the densest

3 levels there are finer, extra fine and extremely fine set-

tings. All the parameters of the related mesh settings are

given in Table 1S and employed for all the related simu-

lations. One should note that the mesh size can be set as

low as required; these mesh settings are employed as

offered by COMSOL, which is good enough for the pur-

pose of this study. Currents flowing from the electrodes are

calculated according to simulation outputs. The calculated

current is multiplied by 1000 as if it is fed to lock-in

amplifier through the TIA where it is converted to the

voltage over a 1 kX resistor. As the lock-in amplifier gives

the result by integrating the reference signal and the output

signal over a period, RMS of the voltage value is calculated

and plotted against the particle positions to enable a direct

comparison of COMSOL and the lock-in amplifier output.

The simulations are run on a desktop computer (HP

workstation Z620, Intel Xeon E-5 2609 2.4 GHz CPU with

12 GB of RAM and a 64 bit Windows 10 operating system)

at UNAM.

3 Results and discussion

The experimental measurements of the fabricated device

were compared with the corresponding simulation results

from the lock-in amplifier—which was invented to mini-

mize noise during measurement and make them one of the

most sensitive of all measurement devices—were com-

pared with the FEM simulation. Lock-in amplifier results

are smaller than the simulation results due to low pass

filters that are employed to suppress the noise. Although

being useful in reducing the noise, these low pass filters

come with a disadvantage, which is the slow response such

that when the particle is passing over the electrodes, low

pass filters barely enables to increase the signal. In the

meanwhile the particle leaves the electrodes and the signal

disappears before reaching out to the real peak value. Thus,

relatively lower peaks are observed via the lock-in ampli-

fier then the calculated peaks due to truncation of the signal

by low pass filters.
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3.1 Double electrodes

In Fig. 4a, the experimental output of the double electrode

design is shown at a 1 V excitation signal. The peak to

peak noise is 12.16 lV, while the average signal amplitude

is 43.11 lV, which gives a signal to noise ratio (SNR) of

3.54. Here, the noise is mainly thermal (Jhonson and

Nyquist noise) as the frequency is relatively high pre-

venting the Flicker noise (1/f noise). However, analog to

digital converter (ADC) components of the lock-in ampli-

fier having shot noise, quantization noise, and etc. con-

tributes to the noise in the output as well. On the other

hand, voltage variations at the ground due to high power

devices in the building, where the measurements are real-

ized, as well as the open tip of the probes at the end of the

coaxial cables, which are prone to the coupling of parasitic

signals, bring the noise to the output too.

It was found that the mesh size is the most important

parameter defining the intensity of the simulation noise.

Here, the particle positions on the x-axis are defined

according to Fig. 4c for a simulation run in the parametric

sweep mode during which COMSOL re-meshes the whole

domain for each new point of the spherical object. One of

the electrodes is assigned as the ground and the other one

as the terminal at 1 V. The AC signal frequency is set at

1.5 MHz, which is the same as the experimental frequency

Fig. 4 Results of double electrode design for 3 lm diameter particles.

a Experimental output of PS particles; b COMSOL model, here the

x-axis demonstrates particle position along the channel where the

particle (imaginary or real) is centered and simulated with 1 lm
spacing at 40 points. c The simulation results for the solid particles

having the electrical parameters of PS at 3 different mesh settings

Results of d The low density; e The medium density; f The high-

density meshing for the imaginary particle where the imaginary

particle have the electrical parameters of the medium which defines

the noise at the simulation and shows a decreasing trend with rising

mesh density. g Signal variation of the simulation output at different

mesh settings f SNR values of experiment and simulations at different

mesh settings
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set on the lock in amplifier. The simulation is run at each

mesh setting for the solid and the imaginary particle. The

height of the particle center above the base is set to 5 lm to

represent the average particle flowing in the real channel.

According to the results, it gave a peak height of 116, 104,

99 lV at low, medium and high mesh settings for the solid

particle respectively, as shown in Fig. 4b. The imaginary

particle gave 105, 37.5 and 18 nA peak to peak noise levels

as shown in 4d–f that produced SNR values of 1.58, 5.45

and 8.32, respectively, which is summarized in Fig. 4g.

The result proved that simulation has a noise source as

well. The level of the noise decreased with increasing mesh

density. While there is nothing to change the current level in

terms of physics for the imaginary particle simulation, there

is a strong fluctuation in the current level. Since the position

of the particle changes the meshing—where the differential

equations for the physical situation are solved – the current

field lines are affected dramatically to yield a variation at the

simulation output. Here, the experimental output had a better

SNR than the lowmesh settings butworse than the highmesh

settings. However, neither the experimental nor simulation

options for decreasing the noise are limited to the ones that

have been described so far.

3.2 Triple electrodes

There are a few more ways to decrease the noise level

experimentally, which have been tried one by one and com-

paredwith the related simulation results.Oneof themethods is

to use the triple electrode design instead of the double elec-

trodes. A 1 V excitation voltage is applied to the middle

electrode (terminal 1) and 3 lm diameter PS beads were sent

through the channel. The electrical output measurement is

shown in Fig. 5a where the average signal was 42.54 lVwith

a 7.11 lV peak to peak noise level giving an SNR value of

5.98. The COMSOLmodel of the microfluidics chip is shown

in Fig. 5b. The solid particle gave a 141 nA peak height as

shown in Fig. 5c for all the mesh settings despite the noise

level changes like those of the double electrode simulations. In

this simulation, the current calculations were done by sub-

tracting the current values of the outer electrodes, which was

similar to the real experiment.

As shown in Fig. 5d–g, the noise level shows a

descending trend with decreasing mesh size as expected.

The peak to peak noise levels were nearly 96.4, 33.9 and

18.6 lV at the low, medium and high settings, respectively.

Hence, the SNR values were calculated to be 0.74, 3.06 and

5.39 at the related mesh settings from lower to higher den-

sity. According to the results, the triple electrode design

improves the SNR value for only in the experiment not in

the simulation. Here the experimental SNR is even better

than the high mesh setting. Figure 5h reveals the point

where the same information—which is about the bead in the

current case—can be obtained with more certainty using the

triple electrode design in the experiment than the simulation.

3.3 Particle size

The effect of the particle size was investigated for both the

experimental and simulation cases as another parameter.

Figure 6a shows the experimental output for 6 lm diameter

PS beads where the peak to peak noise level was nearly

7.51 lV and the average signal level was 262.31 lV giving

an SNR level of 34.88. Larger particles gave higher signals

in accordance with the Maxwell Mixture Theory while the

noise level was kept constant due to its dependence on the

other experimental parameters. In the simulation as shown in

Fig. 6b, the peak to peak noise was 101, 41.1 and 12.1 lV,
which is nearly the same noise as the 3 lm diameter particle

as shown in Fig. 6e. It means that particle size doesn’t make

a significant change to the simulation noise. However, the

signal level increases enormously due to the cubic growth of

the particle volume with the diameter, see Fig. 6c. Figure 6d

shows the signal variation for the simulation of the solid

particle at different mesh settings, which was achieved by

combining the imaginary and solid particle data. Results

showed SNR values of 8.49, 19.96, 66.78 for 6 lm diameter

particles, see Fig. 6f. The experimental SNR was worse than

the high mesh settings and better than the low and medium

mesh settings of the simulation. It shows that the experiment

and the simulation produced the same response to particle

size in terms of noise, where the particle size does not affect

the noise it only increases the signal.

3.4 Excitation voltage

Excitation voltage is the one applied to the middle electrode

that induces a current between the other electrodes. Higher

voltage means higher current which is sent to the lock in

amplifier for processing. Thus, in the case of higher exci-

tation voltage, the same size particle passing over the elec-

trodes at the same position blocks more currents than the one

running at a lower excitation voltage. Despite the same

percentage change in the current in both cases, electronic

circuits can handle higher voltage signals in a less noisy

way. It is similar to the difference between being closer or

nearer an FM radio transmitter, which affects the sound

quality. Hence, at higher excitation voltages, the experi-

ments produce higher SNR values, as shown in Fig. 7.

The experiments shown in Fig. 7a, b are done at excitation

voltages of 3 V and 0.5 V with 3 lm diameter PS particles.

Clearly, the SNR shown in Fig. 7a is much better than the

SNR shown in Fig. 7b where the SNR at 3 V is 16.21 and the

SNR at 0.5 V is 2.82. Raising the excitation voltage enhances

the SNR explicitly. However, the effect of the excitation

voltage did not correspond to the simulation. Figure 7c, d
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show the simulation of the same experiment at 3 V for the

solid and imaginary particles, respectively, at the high mesh

settingswhere the noise is 55.89 lV and the signal is 302 lV,
which produces an SNR of 5.39. Figure 7e, f show the same

simulation done at an excitation voltage of 0.5 V where the

signal is 50.25 lV and the noise is 9.31 lV to give an SNR of

5.39. Figure 7c, d, when compared with Fig. 7e, f—which is

the 0.5 V version of the same simulation—shows that the

noise increases 6 times matching the increasing excitation

voltage, and explains the same SNR for both simulations.

Since the voltage is just a boundary condition for the calcu-

lation, it affects both the solid and the imaginary particle

simulation evenly. Therefore, Fig. 7g shows that the excita-

tion voltage does not affect the simulation SNR, whereas it

affects the experiment dramatically.

3.5 Particle height

The effect of the particle height from the base of the

channel was investigated as well. Since the electrodes are

Fig. 5 Results with triple electrodes for 3 lm diameter particles.

a Experimental output of PS particles, b COMSOL model for the

microfluidics chip The x-axis shows the particle positions. Here the

particle is centered at each point with 1 lm spacing and the

simulation is run for every new position of the particle each time,

which is 50 repeat for the triple electrode design, c The simulation

result of the solid particle assigned with the electrical parameters of

the PS at different meshing densities. The meshing noise achieved

from the simulation results for the imaginary particle at, d low,

e medium and f high density mesh settings. g signal variation of the

simulation output at different mesh settings h Comparison of SNR

levels of double and triple electrodes for experimental and simulation

cases at different mesh densities
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on the bottom, and the distance of the particle from the

electrodes affects the results (Bilican et al. 2020a), the

situation had to be investigated for the imaginary particles

as well. Thus, a 3 lm diameter particle was simulated at

several heights from the bottom; the simulation results are

shown in Fig. 8b–d. Here, Fig. 8a represents how the

simulation is done based on the height, and which is

defined on the figure itself. The standard deviations of the

simulations are calculated for each height. According to the

simulation outputs, the noise is dependent on the height.

Figure 8c shows that the noise decreased moving away

from the electrodes, which is reasonable due to the fact that

the electric field is very strong near the electrodes, and

distortion of the meshes near the electrodes induces more

noise.

3.6 Frequency

The excitation frequency deserves to be talked about a

little. It is well known that electrical impedance spec-

troscopy is highly frequency dependent (Guler and Bilican

2018), which gives a better SNR at upper frequencies.

However, the same behavior wasn’t observed in the sim-

ulations. Since there is an electrical double layer in front of

the electrodes behaving like a capacitor—which reduces its

effectiveness at higher frequencies—simulations cannot

represent the experiment at lower frequencies. Experi-

mental results show that the SNR diminished very rapidly

with decreasing frequency; however, it stayed constant

from a few Hz to the GHz region in the simulation.

3.7 Application to solid mechanics

The method introduced here is not restricted to microflu-

idics impedance measurement, and it can be extended to

other fields. To demonstrate that the idea is valid and

applicable in different areas, a solid mechanics simulation

was designed to calculate the deflection of a rectangular

atomic force microscope (AFM) cantilever under a con-

stant force. The designed cantilever has 2, 20, 200 lm
thickness, width, and height respectively having a conic tip

at the end with 9 lm radius and 20 lm height. A typical

Fig. 6 The effect of the particle size on the experimental and

simulation results a The measurement results for 6 lm diameter

particles, b The 6 lm diameter imaginary particle at several meshing

densities, c The 6 lm diameter solid particle at several meshing

densities and d signal variation of the simulation output at different

mesh settings e Comparison of the meshing noise produced by the 3

and 6 lm diameter imaginary particle at high meshing. f Comparison

of SNR level for 3 and 6 lm diameter particles for experiment and

simulations of different density mesh settings
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AFM force, 1 nN, is applied in the negative z-direction to

the tip as well as a fixed constraint boundary condition

applied to the beginning of the cantilever as shown in

Fig. 9a where Silicon (100) is assigned to the entire

geometry as the material. Spherical and prismal imaginary

objects, as shown in Fig. 9d, assigned with Silicon (100)

material properties, were moved along the cantilever in

x-direction beginning from 1 lm till the end of the can-

tilever with 5 lm steps.

The AFM analyses surface morphology by scanning the

sample’s surface with its tip that deflects up and down

according to the applied effective force against the tip. The

laser beam reflected from the cantilever surface is

measured by a sensor that is correlated with the deflection

magnitude. The AFM suffers from the thermal vibration of

the cantilever that reduces the sensitivity and accuracy. A

similar phenomenon is present in simulation which is

demonstrated through imaginary particle method that put

uncertainties on the results. Regarding the consistency of

the previous SNR notation, the average value of total

deflection is accepted as the signal amplitude and the

absolute difference between the parametric sweep min and

max values accepted as the noise as shown in Fig. 9b, c.

According to Fig. 9c, one thing that needs to be noted is

that the bigger imaginary object produced slightly more

noise. The other thing in that figure is the positional

Fig. 7 Comparison of the effect of the excitation voltage on the noise

for both the experiment and the simulation for 3 lm diameter

particles a Measurement of PS particles at 3 V, b Measurement of PS

particles at 0.5 V, c Simulation of solid particles at 3 V, d Meshing

noise coming from the imaginary particle at 3 V, e Simulation of

solid particles at 0.5 V and f Meshing noise achieved by the

imaginary particle at 0.5 V. g Comparison of SNR level for

experiment and simulation at several excitation voltages, data shown

for 1 V were drawn from Fig. 5
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dependence of the noise, which increases dramatically

when the imaginary object moves closer to the fixed

boundary region. Therefore, the noise-sensitive domains of

the simulation model should be revealed by the imaginary

object to truly specify the noise. The solid mechanics

simulations showed that also the simulations based on

physics other then electricity and magnetism can be done

with an imaginary object sweep to determine the noise at

the output, which was very significant in terms of assessing

the limitations of the calculations. Therefore, uncertainties

brought by the simulation noise to the theoretical calcula-

tions should be considered before carrying out an experi-

ment, realizing a measurement, fabricating a device or

designing a machine. In addition, Fig. 9c shows that the

mesh density is the biggest constituent element in the

meshing noise as expected, and whose simple parameters

are introduced in Table 2S.

The simulation noise phenomenon is not limited to

microsystems, it is also valid in the simulation of macro

objects. A cantilever similar to AFM’s cantilever, which is

104 order of magnitude bigger, was designed and simulated

to measure the deflection rate under a defined load. The

cantilever having 1 m length, 20 cm width, and 1 cm

thickness assigned with Aluminum alloy (6061) is loaded

with 100 N from one side while keeping the other side

fixed as shown in Fig. 1Sa. The mesh settings are given in

Table 3S. The result shows that there is nearly 0.1 out of

57 mm uncertainty in the calculated deflection as given in

Fig. 1Sb, c. The SNR shows mesh dependence character as

well. This example demonstrates the applicability of this

method to simulation from all scales.

3.8 Computational cost versus noise

The noise in the output defines a degree of uncertainty in

the results for both the experiment and the simulation. In a

simulation, CPU power and the time spent to complete the

calculations are defined as the computational cost. The

computational cost is proportional to computational com-

plexity, which is the number of resources that an algorithm

needs to finish the calculations. Time complexity, which

means the amount of time to spend for a computer to solve

the problem, is the most fundamental measure of the

computational complexity. It is about the number of ele-

mentary operations of an algorithm to finish the calcula-

tion. Time complexity can be linear, quadratic, logarithmic,

or another kind of a function of the input size. The most

important parameter that a user can control in a package

program like COMSOL is the mesh size. While there are

some other parameters affecting the errors in FEM, like

meshing quality or polynomial order (Kurowski 2017),

only the mesh density was investigated in this study.

According to the simulations done in triple electrode

Fig. 8 Effect of the particle distance from the electrodes for 3 lm
diameter particles a Representation of the simulation. Here the height

means the distance of the particle center from the surface where the

electrodes are and b Signal achieved from the real particle at different

heights c Standard deviation of the meshing noise from the imaginary

particles of 3 lm diameter at different heights d Height dependence

of the SNR in simulation

Fig. 9 Solid mechanics simulation. a The model shows a 200 lm
long AFM cantilver made of Silicon (100) where a point load is

applied to the tip, and a fixed constraint boundary condition is applied

to the other hand, b Comparison of the noise for the prismatic and the

spherical imaginary object. Here the imaginary objects are moved

from bottom to top with 5 lm space and the simulation is re-run 40

times in total to give a higher noise level near the fixed constraint

boundary, c Dependency of the SNR to the mesh density and

d Illustration of spherical and prismal imaginary particles placed in

the cantilever
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design with 3 lm diameter imaginary particle, the com-

putation time is linear with the mesh number, which means

that the time complexity is linear against input size in

accordance with the previous literature (Farmaga et al.

2011). Figure 10a shows that as the mesh number increa-

ses, the computation time increases linearly. There is a

tradeoff between the mesh density and the noise, namely

the uncertainty at the output. Similar to the Heisenberg

uncertainty principle, one needs to sacrifice the time due to

computational complexity in order to achieve more exact

results. A plot indicating the correlation between compu-

tational cost in terms of time complexity and uncertainty is

shown in Fig. 10b.

According to the trend line (red) shown in Fig. 10b, the

following equation can be written:

t3n2 ¼ C ð7Þ

Here t defines the time to find the solution and n defines

the noise at the result. Equation 7 means that the power of

time to spend to find the result times the noise that brings

uncertainty of the solution is constant.

In the real world there is no ideal sphere or a straight

line; in theoretical studies assumptions are made, like

taking the objects to be a perfect sphere or a straight line. In

the case where no assumption or approximation is made,

and considering all the parameters relevant to a problem, it

is not possible to find an analytical solution for any phys-

ical problem. Hence, one needs to refer to numerical

methods or do an experiment to analyze the physical sit-

uation. While only the FEM was investigated in the current

study, the other numerical methods to solve a PDE have

error sources as well. It shows that, like experiments in real

life, the theory also features uncertainty because of the

simulation noise, and the simulation is the only way to find

the solution to a realistic PDE fully representing the

physical case.

4 Conclusion

The definition of the imaginary object was that while it had

no physical effect, it induced a fluctuation in meshing.

Since the calculation of the partial differential equation

governing the system was done through the meshes, out-

puts for the simulation produced variations as well. Hence,

the meshing noise was defined as the output of the FEM

simulation due to the imaginary particle. It was observed

that the meshing noise reduced with increasing mesh

density. Triple electrode sensing gave less noise than the

double electrode sensing in the simulation and the experi-

ment. Particle size didn’t make a significant change to the

simulation noise or the experiment, which demonstrated

that the origin of the mesh variation may not be so effec-

tive. In some cases, the noise did not show such a corre-

sponding trend in both the experiment and simulation. For

example, the excitation voltage increased the SNR in the

experiment, while it didn’t make any improvement to the

simulation results. The effect of distance from the most

sensitive regions of the electrodes was also investigated.

Results showed that the imaginary particles passing closer

to the electrodes induced higher fluctuations, which meant

increased meshing noise. Frequency also made no change

to the meshing noise despite it dramatically affecting the

noise in the experiment. However, it was mainly due to the

electrical double layer which was not considered by the

simulation. Despite the focus of this study being on AC

electrical measurement in a microfluidics chip, the

approach shown here shouldn’t be restricted to AC elec-

tricity. It might be applied to all kinds of FEM simulations

from fluid mechanics and solid mechanics to thermody-

namics. Thus, another demonstration of the method was

performed for a solid mechanics simulation that calculated

the total elastic strain energy of a force applied to a

material. No experiment was done to compare with these

results; however, the method to measure the simulation

noise worked well again. Therefore, by defining a

Fig. 10 a Computation time that corresponds to mesh number under

low, medium, and high meshing densities is measured and plotted

against the number of mesh. b Noise measured by the imaginary

particle is plotted against computational time for (blue line). The red

line defines the trend of the results
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imaginary object that does not have any physical effect that

can be swept around the simulated system to remix the

mesh points, fluctuation at the output can be achieved. The

simulation results should be evaluated after determining

the fluctuation dependent noise, and then the final design

should be done according to the simulation results which

include the specified uncertainty. By defining the uncer-

tainty of the numerical results, any discrepancy between

the simulation and the experiment should be removed,

which will produce less faults and better designs. These

findings show that due to the lack of an analytical solution

for real problems in science and engineering numerical

methods are the only way of analyzing some systems.

Noise seems to be inevitable in all aspects of life, even

theory.
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